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Abstract: This paper discusses some of the challenges encountered when using policy-based management to manage pervasive m-Government services. Users within a pervasive computing environment can take advantage of pervasive m-Government services if management of these services is developed and integrated into the environment’s management system. The mobility of the user is a key feature of pervasive computing environments. Adapting the management system to account for user’s mobility is a challenging and highly active research area. Application of policy based management techniques appears to have the potential to successfully manage the provision of services across multiple management domains, however this potential will only be realised if solutions to a number of challenging research issues are realised. In particular, current policy based management techniques do not fully support user or service mobility across management domains. Thus we argue that research into specific areas, including dynamic policy refinement, dynamic policy conflict detection and resolution, policy interoperability among domains, and inter-domain policy negotiation, must be carried out.
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1. Introduction
The principal ambition of Mobile Government (m-Gov) is to make government services easier, faster and more accessible to the general public by means of the established and highly reliable mobile communications infrastructure. This seems like the most appropriate step for e-government to take, if one considers the high penetration rate of mobile phone technology across Europe. For example, a survey published in December of 2004 in Ireland (Púca, 2004), confirmed that while 42% of the Irish population have access to an Internet connected computer, over 80% have a mobile phones and 48% of these mobile phone owners were interested in using their phone to access public sector services. The roll out of Third Generation (3G) wireless communication technology, such as Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) with a data rate up to 2Mbps, offers a great opportunity to provide a diverse range of high-quality multimedia m-Gov services. Research into Fourth Generation (4G) networks is also underway; these networks will facilitate the interaction between wireless technologies with varying capabilities and
characteristics (such as UMTS, GSM, Wireless 802.11 LANs and Bluetooth), to make available ‘always-on’ connectivity and make possible pervasive m-Gov services.

A pervasive service is one that is seamlessly available anywhere, anytime and in any format. A pervasive m-Gov service will possibly make public sector services more accessible and easier to use by delivering the service in a format determined by a user’s preference and by the functionality of the user’s mobile access terminal, be it a mobile phone or a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA). The seamless and continuous access to a pervasive m-Gov services while on the move, even at high speeds, through densely and sparsely populated areas should also assist in making m-Gov services more accessible and convenient. However, such service can only exist if there is a supporting pervasive infrastructure.

The advantages of constant accessibility to relevant customised services will arguably be rendered futile without the assurance of a proficient management framework. The management of security, of instance, is critical for the success of pervasive services (Jiang et al., 2002). The security breaches experienced with today’s computer infrastructure are a mere sample of what is expected with the proliferation of wireless networks and mobile terminals and the increased reliance on pervasive m-Gov services from individuals, households and businesses alike. Features of pervasive services will produce new opportunities for accidental and deliberate security violations, frequent and random configuration changes and varying Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, thus managing these services will not be a trivial task. This suggests that the development of novel methods that consider these features and assists in the management of pervasive services is essential (Kagal et al., 2001).

Traditional management systems, that control somewhat static systems, require a human operator to handle operations at a fine-grained or in-depth level. Working at such a detailed level is becoming increasingly expensive and impractical as identifying how management decisions made, at this level, impact other aspects of the system is progressively difficult (Misra, 2001). The major reasons, according to Misra, for this are:

(i) The highly dynamic and changeable system and user requirements, which require fast and proactive response;
(ii) The interdependencies between user behaviour and service performance;
(iii) The vast number of heterogeneous entities involved; and
(iv) The transparency or invisibility requirement central to pervasive services.

Policy Based Management (PBM) is a flexible and adaptive approach for managing networks, systems and services and for this reason it is viewed as an appropriate technique for managing pervasive services in a pervasive computing environment. The remainder of this paper takes the following form. In section 2 the notion of a policy is defined and the basic structure of a PBM system with its four principal components is described. Section 3 includes an overview of pervasive environments (focusing specifically on smart spaces and Managed Zones), inter and intra-domain management and the benefits of using PBM in these environments. Section 4 delineates what we view as the key research challenges posed when implementing PBM in pervasive computing environments, namely: policy interoperability across management domains; dynamic policy conflict detection and resolution; inter-domain policy negotiation; and policy refinement. Section 5 presents some concluding remarks.
2. Policy Based Management

The use of PBM enables specification, control, administration, maintenance and enforcement of desired system behaviour in a flexible and dynamic way. Specification of management functionality at different levels, achievable through PBM, allows for better control and allocation of resources, increases automation, provides the rapid response beneficial for dynamic environments and simplifies management operations. In addition, PBM system management improves scalability and flexibility. Scalability is improved by uniformly applying the same policy to large sets of entities, while flexibility is obtained by separating the policy from the implementation of the managed system. Policy can be changed dynamically, thus changing the behaviour and strategy of the system, without modifying the implementation or interrupting the system’s operation making it an attractive alternative to other human resource-intensive management techniques, such as SNMP and Command Line Interface (CLI) (Cakic, 2003).

The focal point in the area of PBM is the idea of policy as a means of driving management procedures (Damianou, 2001). The notion of a policy is arduous to define since policies can be specified at varying levels of abstraction from corporate-level business goals (high-level policies) down to system-level enforceable policy rules (low-level policies). This has lead to many definitions with many contrasts. In essence, policies are persistent directives that define choices in behaviour in terms of the condition under which operation can be invoked to generate a specific state (Damianou et al., 2002). High-level business policies are abstract statements written in natural language that are meant for human interpretation, for example Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Low-level policies, in contrast, are commands or configurations enforced on devices, such as access control entries and firewall rules enforced on a router. It is vital that low-level policies have high-level policies as a reference otherwise the policies may be ineffective and restrictive. Typically, low-level policies are implementations of the requirements of high-level policies and for this reason the concatenation of many low-level policies may satisfy a single high-level policy (Zhi Fu et al., 2001).

2.1. Policy Architecture

The IETF’s Policy Framework (POLICY) Working Group defined a Policy-based management architecture, see Figure 1, which is being used as the foundation for other policy architectures and is the generally accepted architecture for PBM systems. This architecture, defined in the now expired Internet Draft (Stevens et al., 1999), is composed of the following four elements:

(i) The Policy Management Tool
(ii) The Policy Repository
(iii) The Policy Decision Point (PDP)
(iv) The Policy Enforcement Point (PEP)

The system/network administrator may use the policy management tool to specify and update the policies that are active in the network by means of a graphical user interface (GUI) or Application Programming Interface (API). The policy management tool taking high-level policies as input and converts them to a much more precise low-level policy description that can be applied to specific devices in the network. The generated policies are then stored in the Policy Repository and the policy management tool can optionally monitor the deployment of the policies onto the entities in the network. To ensure interoperability across products from various vendors, information stored in the repository must correspond to an information model specified by the Policy Framework Working group, for example the LDAP directory service. The PDP, also known as the policy server, is responsible for retrieving and interpreting the policy rules stored in the repository and communicating them to the PEP. The PEP, or policy client, is an agent running on or
within a device, for example a gateway router that can apply and execute the different policies rules retrieved from the PDP. The PEP and PDP may be on a single device or different physical devices.
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**Figure 1: IETF Policy Management Architecture**

Different protocols are used for and between the different elements of the architecture. For instance, the COPS protocol may be used for communication between the PDP and the PEP and LDAP may be applied to structure the policies in the repository. The COPS protocol is an adaptable protocol as it allows for a number of different client types, which govern the structure and storage of the policy information to be exchanged. The two major client types, both defined by the IETF, are the:

(i) **Outsourcing mode** – using the COPS-RSVP protocol

   For the outsourcing mode the PEP makes the decision request to the PDP and waits for a policy rule to be returned from the PDP that outlining the actions to be taken.

(ii) **Provisioning mode** – using the COPS-PR protocol

   For the provisioning mode the PDP makes a decision, communicates the decision to the PEP and can optionally wait for an unsolicited notification from the PEP to confirm the actions undertaken.

### 3. PBM of an m-Gov pervasive service within an M-Zone

The main concept behind the pervasive computing initiative is to intertwine our physical surroundings with computing environments to provide non-intrusive, transparent computing ability anytime, anywhere, thus enabling access to m-Gov services ubiquitously, for example, continuous access to a customised a License Renewal m-Gov service via a PDA while travelling in a car. Research into pervasive computing, otherwise known as ubiquitous computing or ubicomp, aims to make computing capabilities so omnipresent and seamless that it is beneath the level of human attention (Meyers, 2001). Smart Spaces are environments that embody the ideals of pervasive computing. A Smart Space is a physical space rich in devices and services that is capable of interacting unobtrusively with users to bring tangible benefits in support of users’ tasks. A Managed Zone (M-Zone) represents management domains of Smart Spaces, between which users and devices may roam and dynamic service provisioning and adaptable services are realised. A very basic hierarchy, illustrated in Figure 2, can be identified in which an administrative domain or M-Zone contains (one or more) smart spaces. For example, a college M-Zone may contain a canteen smart space, a library smart space, and a lecture hall smart space. When considering pervasive computing environments there are two types of roaming that may be identified and must be managed. Firstly, there is the situation where
mobile service users move between separate and distinct smart spaces within one M-Zone, termed intra-zone roaming. Secondly, roaming between M-Zones called inter-zone roaming is also managed.

Advances in fields, such as distributed and mobile network, sensors, embedded system, middleware and power consumption have made pervasive computing environments a reasonable aspiration and many testbeds and prototype exist today. While these advances bring the vision a step closer, their collaboration, essential for pervasive environments, creates new management challenges. The universal adoption of pervasive environments will not materialise without an innovative management framework, despite this such management gets little attention. Policy Based Management (PBM) is an inherently flexible and adaptive management technique, which makes it an attractive and appropriate technique for managing pervasive services in a pervasive computing environment.

![Figure 2: Pervasive domain architecture](image)

4. PBM Challenges for mobile pervasive services

The key to managing users/services in a pervasive computing environment such as described above is to effectively and efficiently manage the user’s interaction with the services provided to him, while he is on the move. This essentially resolves to managing users across smart space management domains. Managing policies across management domains is a difficult and challenging research issue, which is especially difficult when coupled with the responsibility of taking the user’s preferences into account.

The main research issues in the area are:

1. Policy interoperability across management domains, so that policies specified in a user’s home domain can be interpreted when the user roams to another domain;
2. Dynamic policy conflict detection and resolution, so that policies defined by management entities and/or users which dictate contradictory outcomes can be identified and appropriately prioritised and enforced;
3. Inter-domain policy negotiation, so that users can carry policy specified in a home domain to any foreign domain and it can be understood and deployed; and
4. Policy refinement, so that policies can be enforced across different domains.

4.1. Policy interoperability

When a policy is defined by a user or a system administrator, they are limited as to what can be specified in their policies. Policies are described in reference to the particular system they are intended to be deployed on, primarily taking into account services, resources, and users. The standard way of doing this is to create a model of the target system. This model can be described in an arbitrary number of ways. The description of the model outlines the meaning of every system component, and their relationships with each other. This model description has to be formatted to be machine-readable, and again there are a many ways in which this can be achieved.

The design of the model is created with a particular purpose in mind that suits the system in question. The problem is, when a user specifies a policy, or system administrator against a model of the system then the resulting policy specification is bound to that system via the system model. Subsequently, the defined policy cannot be used against another system to provide the same behaviour, as the other system has no knowledge of the previous system’s model and therefore cannot understand the context for which the policy applies.

A pervasive computing environment is split up into many independently managed domains called M-Zones. These management domains may have specified unique system models and therefore their policies will be defined uniquely to their system.

As the user roams in a pervasive computing environment, he will provide, to the many management domains he encounters, his policies. The many management domains must be able to understand these policies despite the vast array of differences that can exist amongst the models.

There is a need for a process or method of modelling that will eliminate the need for defining incompatible models. If such a process existed then management domains would not have to deal with the complexities associated with model incompatibility, and they can focus on managing their own services and current users.

There are a number of modelling languages for representing the different systems, including CIM – the core information model created within the DMTF (DMTF, 1999). This model has been mapped to a number of repository types. LDAP (Light-weight directory access protocol) is a very common repository type being used by computer systems at present. Models defined using the CIM notation can be mapped to LDAP directories, as defined in a number of RFCs. However, even if management domains use the same repository type does not imply that their models are compatible.

Systems can also be modelled using the unified modelling language (UML), which is a domain independent modelling language. However, the same issues are still present when the model is defined, in that user-specified policies defined in reference to one model may not be enforceable in a system with an incompatible model.

Work towards mapping semantic representations of system models using ontologies is described in (van der Meer, 2005). In this paper the authors argue that system models can represent the same concept in a number of different ways; and thus they attempt to create common semantic representations of system components, so that policies can eventually be mapped between the systems. This approach may potentially provide an abstraction layer above information models, where prior incompatible models may become interoperable. Policies can then be transformed into a model independent form and re-specified in that destination models format, thus allowing for policy portability. The problem arises when a mapping from every model is made to an abstract representation, which provides its own complications.
4.2. Dynamic policy conflict detection and resolution

Policy-based management of a pervasive computing environment is a highly complicated system. Policy-based management of multiple diverse management domains deals with managing objects located across domain boundaries. The problem here is that multiple policies may apply to the one object. As the objects have multiple sources of policy, there may be conflicts among these policies.

A conflict among two or more policies occurs when the objectives of the policies cannot be simultaneously met. There are two broad categories of conflicts, that of static policy conflict and dynamic policy conflict. The difference being static policy conflict can be recognised through offline methods such as syntax analysis, and dynamic policy conflict is more unpredictable and can occur spontaneously. Static policy conflict has been explored in (Lupu, 1997) and initial work towards the more complex process of dynamic policy conflict has been described in (Dunlop, 2002; Dunlop, 2003). For the latter the authors highlight the need for a highly efficient process for policy conflict detection and resolution, and try to develop a dynamic policy model to deal with this. Their work is carried out in the background of open and dynamic distributed systems, and in principle could be adapted to be deployed in a pervasive computing environment. Other methods of policy conflict detection are logical analysis, suggested in (Li et al., 2003), and Meta policies defining policies among policies (Lupu, 1999).

There has also been some work in this area from the eBiquity project (Lalana et al., 2003), focusing on the introduction of precedence and priority into policy specification. However, these methods may not work in an environment where policy subjects and targets may be initially unknown, and so a precedence hierarchy cannot be established for policy conflicts. Therefore, other more dynamic policy systems that do not rely on domain dependant knowledge need to be used.

Interesting advances in the area of dynamic policy conflict detection and resolution includes investigating user-specified policies. (White 2004) discusses the use of using user profiles to adapt security settings in pervasive computing environments. Introducing user profiles, or user-specified policies provide the management system of a pervasive computing environment with more information about users so that better informed decisions can be made. Another advantage is that more personalised services can be provided to the user. Such policies will bring a more dynamic element into pervasive computing environments and will open interesting complexities in the dynamic process of conflict detection and resolution. In this circumstance, the resolution will need to incorporate different processes that can communicate amongst diverse management domains in order to resolve policy conflicts.

4.3. Inter-domain policy negotiation

When a user is accessing pervasive m-Gov services, he may roam across many management domains. These management domains need to communicate in some form in order to help maintain service provision for the users. This will involve inter-domain policy negotiation, so that the domain currently providing the service can gain full knowledge of the previous actions and decisions of the user to which it is providing the service.

When a user roams from one management domain to another, then there must be a protocol to allow these domains to communicate with each other to resolve policy issues and share information about the specific user. When mobile pervasive services are taken into account, a user may utilise the same service from multiple domains, and be able to roam within and across these domains as they see fit. This seamless mobility of service access provided to the user requires that the separate management domains communicate with each other to provide a better quality of service delivery to the user. Inter-domain policy negotiation attempts to address this by providing protocols and interfaces that help with the management of users across multiple management domain boundaries.
Negotiation among domains is needed because when a user moves out from one management domain and into another, there may be very different policies governing the provision of the services he uses. The new domain needs to know how best to provide the service and how to deal with the user. In essence the new domain needs to discover certain information about the user, such as his preferences and also some domain dependant information that only the previous domain may have knowledge of. This information may be for example, the most recent mobility patterns, some trust levels that the previous domain had for the user, and also some service specific information such as QoS and security requirements. The user is not expected to maintain all this information, as this would make the roaming process heavy and will demand a larger responsibility from the user. The new domain may discover this information from the user’s previous domains. To compound this problem the user will have specified through his policies that certain information must be kept private and some information may be shared across domains, in this case the new domain must negotiate with the previous domains to agree on what information about the user is to be shared. Upon receiving the user’s previous domain information the new domain can now offer the user consistent mobile services derived from other domains information.

Inter-domain negotiation can also be used to spread information not directly associated with the user, such as traffic patterns, and other public information. Trust information gathered from the users usage patterns of services, to which the user cannot control may also be shared throughout independent domains.

This work is similar to work in the W3C in P3P (Platform for Privacy Preferences) (W3C, 2002), where a user can specify a personal privacy policy and the user can be guaranteed that a P3P compliant website will follow its privacy policy. This work is similar to work in (Zheng, 2004) that documents the current work going on in QoS policy control for mobile networks. In this paper, they describe an inter-domain policy framework based on the Diameter protocol (Calhoun, 2001), using roaming profiles to realise inter-domain polices. Although this work is interesting, it isn’t geared towards pervasive computer, where the policy system is more dynamic and policies not only have to negotiate across domain boundaries but must be portable across domains boundaries.

There has been a lot of work done in the area of inter-domain negotiation in terms of QoS, routing information, and security (Barrere, 2003) but not in the area of pervasive service management.

4.4. Policy Refinement

Mont et al (1999) argue the need for policy refinement as follows: “A policy-based management system is only really useful if it allows not only high level description of abstract policy, but also enables such policy to be refined and eventually mapped into an appropriate configuration for controlling devices in the managed system”. This is particularly true when PBM is employed for managing pervasive services across a heterogeneous wireless networks. Since pervasive services are highly adaptive and the infrastructure through which they are offered is unpredictable it would be impossible for the service provider to identify and enforce all the device level configuration changes for a given situation without assistance. The enormous amounts of infrastructure and the concealment of the underlying management activities, needed for the realisation of pervasive services, exacerbates this challenge. Consequently, manually adjusting low-level enforceable policies on the fly to generate the most optimal behaviour for a particular situation and to accommodate the mobility and changing demands of users and the system would be impractical. A mechanism that can automatically generate low-level policies that implement the goals (high-level policies specified by the service provider) in relation to the current system state is required.

For example a mechanism that uses situational information, otherwise known as context information, to automatically trigger, by way of refinements, the removal of existing low-level policies and to create new policies, in an effort to support management procedures would be highly beneficial. There is a significant gap between business goals and device specific configuration rules that must be bridged automatically
through iterative refinement along a policy hierarchy or policy continuum with the aid of an information model. Policy refinement has been defined formally by Bandara et al (2003) as follows: “If there exists a set of policies $Prs: p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n$, such that the enforcement of a combination of these policies results in a system behaving in an identical manner to a system that is enforcing some base policy $Pb$, it can be said that $Prs$ is a refinement of $Pb$. The set of policies $Prs: p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n$ is referred to as the refined policy set”. Refinement may be executed for at each levels of the hierarchy producing progressively more concrete, enforceable policies.

![Figure 3: Policy Hierarchy](image)

The policies produced after the final refinement iteration should be enforceable on the system and meet the requirements of the high-level policy. This should be verified through analysis for (i) correctness – an accurate representation of the business goal (high level policy) at a different viewpoint, (ii) Consistency – no conflicts, static or dynamic and (iii) validity – the refined policies can be executed on a tangible managed object in the environment (Darimont and Lamsweerde, 1996). The PBM system should exploit these refinement and analysis capabilities when events trigger policy decisions. These events can come from three sources: changes in business goals (m-Gov service objectives), changes in environmental context (wireless infrastructure) and direct user interactions with the pervasive service. Decisions relating to events take into account relevant user policies, but only to the extent that actions generated are not in conflict with the service provider’s policies. Generally, these actions result in re-configuration of policies deployed in one or more smart spaces, whose enforcement affects the manner in which users can interact with services.

5. Conclusion

Future m-Government services may be realised through pervasive services where the mobility of the user’s service access and policies across management domains can be managed by the use of policy-based management. There are specific research challenges in the domain of policy-based management that arise when dealing with roaming users and services. Policy based management systems, and therefore the users and services within, may be developed independently for specific domains and so may not be interoperable. This needs to be addressed for users to be able to use multiple domains to access and use services across a pervasive computing environment. Management domains or smart spaces, may change depending on the locations or mobility patterns of users, and so may need to re-evaluate their low-level policy behaviours; therefore, dynamic policy refinement is needed to take account of these events. When a user roams across management domains, be it intra-domain movement or inter-domain movement, then the services he accesses and uses may be altered. For the current domain to be able to provide the services to the user as
best it can, it must be able to negotiate with any of the other domains the user has been in contact with so that it can gain a better understanding of the user intentions. This involves a form of inter-domain negotiation among policy based management systems. A user’s policy, when roaming into a new domain, may conflict with the domain policies in a number of ways. The complexity arises due to the unpredictability of new policies. There must be a way of dynamically detecting and resolving the conflicts in these scenarios.
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